DD Mouldboard Historical Modifications.

Introduced in 1993 the DD was the first mouldboard produced by Dowdeswell at its own factory. As its
launch coincided with the development of the "Delta-furra" range of ploughs many people mistakenly
thought that the DD body was only available on this range of ploughs and vice-versa.
The introduction of the Delta-furra range allowed farmers to plough with furrow widths up to 18"
compared to the more traditional 12" or 14" which resulted in more pressure on the front part of the
board. After a few years this could result in the front of the mouldboard wearing away while the rear still
had useable material left. To allow the maximum use of the mouldboard the front triangle of the
mouldboard was made available as a separate retrofit item.
The shorter mouldboard (1462198/9) and Triangle (1462298/9) combination introduced in 2000 became
known as the DD2 (as it came in 2 pieces). This was totally interchangeable with the older one piece
board (1136598/9). The shin (1136698/9) is the same for one piece or 2 piece boards.
See the following pages for further information and pictorial diagrams

DD2 MOULDBOARDS

The DD2 mouldboard is a replacement for the standard DD.
Its overall size and shape has not been altered, but it is now in two parts, which can be replaced
individually. This feature allows for maximum wear to be obtained from both sections of the board at the
full range of plough widths (12”-18”).
Fitting of the new type mouldboard and mouldboard triangle requires only the standard wearing part
spanners. As with all other “Genuine” Dowdeswell wearing parts fixings are included in the quoted price.
Description

Part No:

DD2 -

M.Board

1462198/9

DD2 -

M.Board Triangle

1462298/9

The triangles can also be used to replace the front section of the original one piece mouldboard.
The backing strip to support the top of the mouldboard triangle will be supplied FOC for customers fitting
the DD2 boards & triangles for the first time.

